INTRODUCTION
Multiple pathological processes can induce alterations of tissue stiffness. [1] For example, malignant tumors are often stiffer than the surrounding tissue. Manual palpation provides very useful information about the elasticity of tissues. However, the organs located deep in the body cannot be evaluated by manual palpation. Nowadays, it is possible to perform a virtual palpation of the internal organs by applying elastography, which is an emerging set of imaging modalities used to reproduce tissue elasticity. [2] Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) elastography, described for the first time in 2005, remains an appropriate method for the assessment of pancreaticobiliary diseases. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 
THE ELASTICITY OF INTERNAL ORGANS
Elasticity refers to the physical properties of a material to resume its original size and shape after being subjected to a deforming force or stress. [9] Elasticity varies in different types of materials. For example, fluids possess only volume elasticity while solids possess rigidity or shear elasticity, as well as volume elasticity. The change in size or shape is known as the strain, which is expressed as a ratio. [9] An organ is a complex structure that contains at least two types of tissues while the elasticity varies in different types of tissues. Thus, the elasticity varies in the same organ, especially when it is affected by pathological conditions. [8] [9] [10] 
PRINCIPLES OF ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND ELASTOGRAPHY EXAMINATION
Discovered nearly 30 years ago, [11] elastography represents a noninvasive method where the relative stiffness of tissues can be imaged as a color map. [12] Resuming the general principle of elastography A compressive force is applied to the tissue, causing a tissue deformation (strain), which is then calculated by comparing the echo sets before and after the compression. Finally, the resultant information can be displayed as images, either directly of the spatial distributions of strains or shear waves or of elastic Commentary moduli or tissue stiffnesses. [9, 11, 13] For EUS, only strain elastography is currently available. Furthermore, two types of elastography are used currently: qualitative elastography and semiquantitative elastography. [12, 14] 
QUALITATIVE ELASTOGRAPHY
Strain elastography is a qualitative method based on tissues grade compression to a generated force, considering that the tissue deformation is smaller in hard tissue as compared to soft tissue. [8, 14, 15] This technique allows the direct visualization of information reflecting strain superimposed on usual conventional gray-scale B-mode EUS image as a strain distribution map (elastogram), which, for visualization purposes, is color-coded and displayed next to the conventional B-mode image on the screen [ Figure 1 ]. [9, 13, 16] A region of interest (ROI) is used to define the area of interest in a similar manner to that used for a color Doppler examination. The ROI for the elastographic evaluation is manually selected and should include both the entire lesion (when possible) and also normal surrounding tissue, as a reference. To reduce operator bias, the ROI should be sufficiently large. [14, 16] Different colors are used to demonstrate differences between stiffness of the ROI included tissues [14] while the degree of relative deformation between the tissues is displayed on a scale of 1-255. Each value is assigned a different shade from a hue color spectrum for further visual recognition. Thus, the hard tissue is colored in blue, red indicates soft tissues, and yellow or green indicates intermediate tissues. [13, 17] The classification of color patterns, which is qualitative, may be subjected to perception errors of the human eye to characterize all color hues and thus, elastography may be limited by its subjectivity, which could lead to differences in interpretation between endosonographers. [16, 18] To reduce possible interpretation errors, an elastic score has been proposed for the pancreas to assign the elastographic images, based on the combination of the predominant color pattern inside the lesion (blue or green), and the homogeneity of color map (homogeneous or heterogeneous). [14] Thus, homogeneous area and soft color are observed in normal pancreas whilst markedly hard area with soft spots (blue color and heterogeneous) is observed in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma [ Figure 1 ], and a mixture of various colors is observed in chronic pancreatitis. [4, 19] 
Clinical applications
From its development, elastography has been used to evaluate several organs including the breast, thyroid, prostate, cer vix, liver, muscles, and others. [8] Described for the first time in 2005, [3] EUS elastography is a very important technique for the examination of organs near the gastrointestinal tract, such as the pancreas and lymph nodes. Published studies showed that EUS elastography represents a promising, noninvasive method for the differential diagnosis of benign and malignant lymph nodes, with good sensitivity (88%) and specificity (85%). [18] EUS elastography is also an excellent method for characterization of solid pancreatic masses. Most studies demonstrated that qualitative EUS elastography represents an useful tool for differential diagnosis of solid pancreatic masses with very high sensitivity (95%-98%) and relatively low specificity (42%-76%). [20] [21] [22] 
SEMIQUANTITATIVE ELASTOGRAPHY
To improve the accuracy and reproducibility of the elastography and to reduce the human bias, recently, second-generation devices allow for semiquantitative analysis of tissue stiffness. [1, 16] There are two semi-quantitative elastography methods: strain histogram (SH) and strain ratio (SR). [14] Strain histogram SH realizes a conversion of the elastography images of elemental areas inside a ROI in a graph. A gray scale is used to mark the color tone of the 
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ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND / VOLUME 6 / SUPPLEMENT 3 / DECEMBER 2017 elastography image. [14] The mean histogram value corresponds to the global hardness of the lesion expressed on the color scale from softest (0) to hardest (255). [1] There are also software applications where the color scale is inversely numbered (the value "0" represents the hardest tissue -blue and the softest tissue -red corresponds to the value "255"). For both color scales, the principle remains the same: red color represents the softest tissue and blue color represents the hardest tissue [ Figure 2 ]. The numerical values from the SH can be fed into a neural network analysis, thus the arbitrary analysis can be avoided. However, this method is not prevalent among other investigators. [4, 23] Strain ratio By SR method, the elasticity of the target tissue is expressed as a relative ratio compared to a reference value. [8, 14] Initially, the operator selects, from the ROI, two different areas for quantitative elastographic analysis: the lesion (area A) and the reference zone (area B). Area A includes the entire lesion (when possible) while area B includes the peripancreatic reference area outside the tumor (fat-soft tissue) or nontumoros area inside pancreatic parenchyma. [24] The ratio B/A is considered as the measure of the elastographic evaluation [ Figure 3 ]. [16] To limit the selection bias of areas A and B, three measures for each patient are considered appropriate. [15, 16] The optimal cutoff and reference SR value of semiquantitative EUS-elastography for differential diagnosis in patients with pancreatic disease remains unclear. The optimal cutoff values of SR quite differ from report to report, this value being affected by the position of the reference area. [4, 25] Recently, it was demonstrated that the mean SR for normal pancreas is 3.78, for chronic pancreatitis is 8.21, and 21.80 for pancreatic cancer [ Figure 3 ]. [24] Clinical applications Semiquantitative EUS elastography method has also excellent sensitivity and quite low specificity in distinguishing between malignant and benign pancreatic masses. Using the quantitative SH method, the studies showed sensitivity between 85% and 96% and specificity between 64% and 76%. [1, 4, 18, 20, 23] Using SR method, the published studies demonstrated that EUS elastography has sensitivity between 93.4% and 100% and specificity between 45% and 96%. [1, 4, 23, 24] We can thus conclude that EUS elastography cannot replace EUS-FNA in the diagnosis and characterization of lymph node and pancreatic masses although it represents an excellent complementary method for the differential diagnosis between malignant and benign pancreatic masses. [4, 20] The type of EUS elastography method that should be used (semiquantitative or qualitative?) is still in dispute. The sensitivity for the differential diagnosis of pancreatic masses is excellent for both methods although the specificity is quite low. Most studies demonstrated that there are no significant differences concerning the specificity between the qualitative and semiquantitative method. [17] 
